City of Fredericksburg
P.O. Box 7447
Fredericksburg, VA 22404-7447

Telephone: 540 479-8776
Fax: 540 372-1215

January 22, 2021
ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO ALL OFFERORS:
Reference – Request for Proposal:
Commodity:
Proposals Due:

RFP #21-0136
Design of Learning Lane Culvert Replacement
January 29, 2021, at 1:00 PM

NOTE: DO NOT INCLUDE PRICING
Questions and Answers
1. Q: Has the CMP on the adjacent property that caused erosion issues been rectified?
A: The corrugated metal pipe on the adjacent property has not been rectified. City has advocated
for Spotsylvania to address area under their ordinance structure.
2. Q: Does the City have the original hydraulic analysis for the failing culvert?
A: No, the City does not have the hydrologic nor hydraulic analysis for the failing culvert.
3. Q: On page 7 of the RFP in Tab D it states that front/back = 1 page. Does this apply to the
remainder of the proposal as well?
A: The reference to ‘one page, front-and-back’ is intended to state that each ‘previous work
sample’ / description may be presented as no more than one double-sided piece of paper.
4. Q: Does the third bullet under Company Information (page 8 of the RFP) stating that experience
should be within the past seven years pertain to the previous work samples requested in Tab D?
A: The 3rd bullet under Company Information (page 8) stating experience within past 7 years may
be applied to previous work samples requested in Tab D.
5. Q:Where do attachments A, B, C, and D go in the proposal?
A: Attachments A, B, C, and D appear to reflect vendor information; Tab B reflects vendor
information, the referenced attachments may be appended to the conclusion of Tab B.
6. Q:Will there be a reformatted Attachment A – Vendor Data Sheet
provided?A: Attachment A will not be reformatted.
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7. Q:On page 4 of the RFP it states that the anticipated contract award date is 2/21/21. Can you please
confirm this date since 2/21/21 is a Sunday?
A: The anticipated contract award date will be sometime after 2/21/21.
8. Q: Will any lanes of traffic need to be open during construction, as part of the Maintenance of
Traffic plan? Or can all lanes of traffic along the roadway be closed to traffic during
construction?”
A: The City anticipates an ability to close both of the lanes to traffic during construction.
9. Q: Has the failed CMP on the adjacent property been fixed/replaced? Or has a scheduled been
expressed/determined by Spotsylvania County?
A: Following a January 13, 2021 conversation with Spotsylvania County- The adjacent property
issue has not been resolved, no schedule of resolution has been expressed or determined by
Spotsylvania County.
10. Q: Does the City have the drainage area mapped detailing any associated pipe(s) and sizes?
A: The City does not have drainage area maps detailing associated pipes and sizes.
11. Q: Is the selected consulting engineer required to complete the drainage area/run off calculations in
conjunction with the hydraulic analysis for the sizing of the culvert(s)?
A: The City understands that the awarded contract / consulting engineer will provide the drainage
area, run-off calculations, hydraulic analysis, etc. to justify the proposed culvert system.
12. Q:Do any of the other pipes within the drainage area need to be inspected using CCTV to confirm
condition/capacity?
A: The City does not understand any other pipes in the drainage area to need CCTV inspection for
condition /capacity.
13. Q: Will the City be responsible for any/all correspondences with the adjacent auto dealership?
A: The City does not anticipate the need to engage the adjacent property relative to design of the
culvert. The City recognizes that correspondence with the adjacent property may be necessary for
acquisition of easements (e.g. temporary construction access), a collaborative correspondence with
the property owner may be appropriate relative to easements- the City would coordinate / negotiate
the easement and rely on the awarded contract to prepare the easement / instruments.
14. Q: The abandonment of an existing flow meter was mentioned during the conference, is this to be
encompassed into the project?
A: Abandonment of the flow meter is an independent pursuit not to be encompassed in the report.
It will be sufficient for the finished document to reflect the flow meter in the ‘existing conditions’.
15. Q: Does the project area contain any WOTUS that will require an Army Corp permit?
A: The Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) has been contacted regarding the intended actions of
culvert replacement and anticipated outfall improvements. The ACOE has indicated that culvert
replacement and associated outfall protection may be addressed through a permit maintenance
provision such that no additional permitting / mitigation will be necessary- current permit
provisions recognize the ability to improve / expand outfall protection consistent with culvert
design flow.
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16. Q: The RFP indicates on Page 9 that a cost proposal or labor hours might be desired by the City as
part of our RFP response. Can you clarify what is required for cost and man hours in the submittal
to response to the City’s RFP?
A:Page 9, Project Team and Personnel, third bullet asks to ‘estimate the anticipated hours each
staff title / position may devote to this project’- this statement appears to be inconsistent with Code
of Virginia statute 2.2-4302.2 (4) wherein ‘The Request for Proposal shall not, however, request
that offerors furnish estimates of man-hours or cost for services … until after the qualified offerors
are ranked for negotiations.’
The City directs that RFP respondents omit reference to man-hours or cost for services.
17. Q: Can you provide the original design plans (Kimley-Horn)?
A: No original designs are available beyond the 3-page plan set is attached to the conclusion of this
document and linked linked in the following textWalker Grant Middle School_Learning Ln-JDHwy_.pdf.
[https://drive.google.com/file/d/19xnnpiaQvS4oIO89qN9V8xuqBVcmWVD1/view?usp=sharing]
18. Q: Can you provide City GIS data showing the location of existing city utilities and any other GIS
base mapping that the City can provide for our review?
A: GIS data may be requested through the City’s Information Technology via the following web
page-https://www.fredericksburgva.gov/519/Request-Data.
19. Q: Will advance notice (Intent to Award) be given to the selected firm to aid in scheduling field
work immediately following official NTP?
A: The City, following negotiation with a candidate firm, will provide a Notice to Award in
advance of a Notice to Proceed.
20. Q: Is the City handling property owner notification(s) for survey?
A: The City has control of the subject parcel / culvert. Survey notification of affected property
owners may occur consistent with survey processes. The City is prepared to notify property
owners pending discussion with candidate firms regarding anticipated notification needs.
21. Q: Will an H&HA be required? The culverts appear to have >500 cfs for 100-yr design storm.
A: An H&H will be required. The statement of ‘appears to have >500 cfs for 100-yr design storm’
suggests the requested design storm minimum may exceed ‘standard’ culvert design. The
‘Proposal Response’ [narrative] component of the submittal may address proposed deviations to
the RFP intent as may result from respondents’ RFP response preparation. Responses that
recognize City ‘best-interests’ [i.e.- responsible stewards of public dollars] will be given
appropriate consideration.
22. Q: Will geotechnical analysis be required by the City (for pipe bedding)?
A: It is the intention of the RFP to solicit design of a culvert replacement system that may be
safely, economically, and reliably advertised for construction bidding; RFP submittals that
acknowledge the site surface and subsurface conditions will demonstrate diligence in
understanding the best interests of the City.
23. Q: Is the City handling environmental assessment and impact permits (such as wetlands and
streams)?
A: The City previously communicated with the Army Corps of Engineers understanding the
project to qualify as a Nationwide Permit #3- Maintenance [a.] with no specification of preconstruction notification. NWP 3(b) directs the pre-construction notification occur for impacts
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proposed beyond the project’s immediate vicinity- none is anticipated. The RFP response may
acknowledge existing conditions, permitting, and preparation of support documents where
appropriate.
24. Q: Will coordination with VDOT be required? It is not clear at this moment where the ROW line
may be for US Route 1.
A: The City does not understand the need for VDOT ROW coordination to be required, the City
does reserve the ability to confer with VDOT but has no conceived notions of coordination.
25. Q: Will the City require a detour plan for the temporary closure of Learning Lane?
A: The City understands that alternate traffic routing will be necessary due to anticipated Learning
Lane closure. A traffic management plan to include appropriate detours will be necessary.
26. Q: The RFP page 5 limits the proposal to 50 typed pages, but the proposal requirements on page 7
says that the Tab D: Previous Work Samples section “should not exceed 3 pages total, front/back =
1 page.” Does this mean this section is permitted to be 6 pages?
A: Tab D should include one page, double-sided for each Previous Work Sample; anticipated
submittals will include a minimum of 3 pages [each page may be front-and-back], Tab D may
exceed 6 pages pending number of Previous Work Samples.
27. Q: Does front/back = 1 page for the full proposal, meaning 50 pieces of paper with double-sided
printing allowed, and 100 pages?
A: ‘Front/back’, using the ‘Tab D’ descriptor, may apply to the complete document- the complete
document (exclusive of the original RFP) should not exceed a total of 50 [double-sided] pages.
28. Q: Can all the sections can be double-sided or just the tab D? Or if the proposal should just be 50
pages, regardless if double-sided printing is used.
A: All pages may be double-sided, the submittal should not exceed 50-pages regardless of page
‘siding’.
29. Q: Can you please clarify what you are looking for, for this requirement shown on page 9,
“Estimate the anticipated hours each staff title / position may devote to this project (table format
acceptable).” Are you looking for a # of hours per staff title/position, a percentage of their time
that will be allotted to this project, a percentage of the full project broken out to how much of the
total is estimated per staff title/position, or something else?
A: Page 9, Project Team and Personnel, third bullet asks to ‘estimate the anticipated hours each
staff title / position may devote to this project’- this statement appears to be inconsistent with Code
of Virginia statute 2.2-4302.2 (4) wherein ‘The Request for Proposal shall not, however, request
that offerors furnish estimates of man-hours or cost for services … until after the qualified offerors
are ranked for negotiations.’
The City directs that RFP respondents omit reference to man-hours or cost for services.
30. Q: Please clarify what you are looking for, for Tab E: Completed past performance references. Is
this the vendor data sheet form in attachment A, a list of references that can be contacted, or
something else?
A: Tab E may include, but does not substitute for, the Attachment A Vendor Data Sheet. Tab E is
the respondents’ opportunity to provide information that may not be captured on Attachment A.
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31. Q: Are the original Learning Lane Culvert roadway plans available? If so, are there companion
geotechnical and hydrology & hydraulic reports?
A:There are no ‘original’ Learning Lane roadway plans, other than a ‘dated’ scanned 3-page
document that will accompany the addendum; see preceding Item 17. There are no companion
geotechnical no H&H reports.
32. Q: Are the existing utility plans for the project site available? If so please provide, especially
sanitary sewer(s).
A: The City has some plans, accuracy must be field verified. Access to applicable / available plan
sheets may be coordinated on the City’s Learning Lane RFP page.
33. Q: As requested at the pre-proposal meeting, could you please post the GIS shapefiles for the
project location?
A: GIS shapefiles may be requested of the City’s Department of Information Technology via the
following webpage- https://www.fredericksburgva.gov/519/Request-Data. A sample of the
available content is attached to the conclusion of this document and linked in the following text
Learning Lane WaterSewerStorm PDF.
[https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C9dRM-EVpqXCEOuF_yD91ISXYW5gTzrl/view?usp=sharing]
The preferred delivery method remains carrier (UPS/FedEx) or post.
Note: A signed acknowledgment of this addendum must be received attached to your proposal. Failure
to return the addendum may be grounds for declaring the proposal nonresponsive. Signature on this
addendum does not substitute for your signature on the original solicitation document. The original
solicitation document must be signed.
Very Respectfully,

Matthew McGovern
Purchasing Manager, City of Fredericksburg
Phone: 540-479-8776
mrmcgovern@fredericksburgva.gov

Name of Firm
Signature/Title
Date
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City of Fredericksburg ‐ Learning Lane Culvert Replacement – GIS‐sourced existing Utilities
Reference Map requires field verification; Source‐ Scott Rae, City of Fredericksburg, Jan. 19, 2021

Green lines appear to be gravity sanitary sewer.
Red lines appear to be water lines.
Purple lines are principally below‐grade storm pipe.
Little greenish dots appear to be water valves.
Note that the Learning Lane culvert in‐question is not represented herein.

